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Below is a brief description of cases won during autumn 2014 and winter 2014-2015

1. Amendments to the

Kazakhstan Tax Code

on reverse-charge

VAT

2014: Oil and

gas company

Tax authorities challenged

that the loan provided by a

non-resident legal entity to

Kazakh company should be

recognized as taxable

turnover for VAT purposes of

a branch of the non-resident

in Kazakhstan. We have

developed a proposal for

amendments to the

Kazakhstan Tax Code, and

successfully defended it in a

working group of the

Ministry of Economy. As a

result, the Tax Code was

supplemented with

specifying amendments

dividing turnover of head

office and its structural

subdivision in case of

conclusion of direct

transactions between non-

resident and Kazakh

companies for VAT purposes.

These amendments have

retrospective effect from

2009.

Approximate

amount of tax

assessment on this

issue was 2.6 bln

tenge.
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2. Appeal against the

results of tax audit on

property tax

2014: Mining

company

Tax authorities considered

that property tax on the mine

should be recognized starting

from the date of recognition

of income from

preproduction mining,

despite the fact that this

object has not been put into

operation (commenced) or

recognized in the accounting

records. We managed to

prove that preproduction

mining is inevitable during

mine development and that

construction in progress

should not be subject to

property tax.

Tax authorities

accrued property

tax and fines in

total amount of

approximately 255

mln tenge.

3. Classification of

subject of

administrative

violation

2014: Large oil

and gas

company

As a result of tax audit, the

company was assessed with

administrative fines in the

amount corresponding to

classification as a large

business. We managed to

prove that according to the

classification the company is

medium-sized.

As a result the

administrative fine

was reduced for

30%.

4. Exclusion of a

company from the list

of large taxpayers

2015: Branch of

a foreign

company

As a result of incorrect

analysis of activities a branch

of foreign company was

included into the list of large

taxpayers. We conducted

appropriate correspondence

in relation to exclusion of the

branch from the list.

Unreasonable

inclusion of a

company into the

list leads to

additional

administrative

burden on

monitoring of the

company as well as

a risk of complex

tax audit.
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Overview of the recent court decisions regarding transfer pricing

We made this analysis for our clients to help them to understand the potential risks within the tax inspections.

We hope that lessons learnt will help to avoid those problems.

Note: The decisions below are available for public access in Supreme Court online resources

Name Description of a

situation

Position of tax

authorities

Court decision

Inclusion of bank

charges in

differential

Company A includes

into differential

expenses for bill of

credit issued by a bank

in favor of a buyer of oil.

The bill of credit is a

condition in the

transaction for oil

supply. Company A

supports expenses on

the bill of credit by a

letter from the bank

serving the bill of credit.

These expenses should

not be included into

differential due to

absence of evidence on

direct relation with

delivery of goods and

need to incur such

expenses to sell oil.

The court decision

was made in favor of

Company A on the

ground that

provided document

confirmed expenses

of a buyer.

Company B includes

into differential

expenses for bill of

credit issued by a bank

in favor of a third

company. To support

these expenses

Company B has

provided a letter from

the bank serving the bill

of credit.

These expenses should

not be included into

differential.

The court decision

was made in favor of

tax authorities,

because these

expenses for bill of

credit for third

company should be

recognized as

expenses of

subsequent

purchaser.

Inclusion of discount

on quality of oil in

differential

A company includes

expenses on discount for

quality of oil between

Brent DTD and CPC

Blend in differential.

Discount on quality

should not be included

into differential as it has

a subjective nature and

should be proved by

documents.

The court decision

was made in favor of

the Company on the

basis of supporting

documents provided

in the court.
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Inclusion of

expenses on cargo

insurance in

differential

A company includes

expenses on cargo

insurance of oil trader at

the rate of 0.2% per

barrel in differential.

According to

information from the

official source Argus

Media, the total price of

insurance for the

considered period is

0.2% per barrel.

Due to the

transportation of oil in

two directions, cost of

oil insurance 0.2% was

divided by tax

authorities by two.

Consequently, the

amount of expenses

included in the

differential should be

decreased to 0.1% per

barrel.

The court decision

was made in favor of

the Company as the

official source Argus

Media does not

consider division of

oil insurance costs.

Inclusion of

expenses on

independent

inspection in

differential

A company includes

expenses on

independent inspection

of quality and quantity

of oil in differential on

the basis of Argus Media

data.

These expenses are

unreasonable as oil is

not reloaded into other

tankers at transfer

points after the initial

loading. There is no

evidence of actual

expenses of the

Company on inspection.

Consequently, research

of Argus Media is

applied where tax

authorities used the data

for different direction

(point of destination).

The court decision

was made in favor of

the Company as the

data from Argus

Media should be

applied to direction

used by the

Company.

Inclusion of losses of

oil in differential

A company includes oil

losses in differential by

counting the amount of

losses based on market

prices for oil.

According to the

information from the

official source Argus

Media, the loss of

volume of cargo in

amount of 1.2% is

considered in oil prices.

These expenses should

be calculated based on

the actual price of oil.

The court decision

was made in favor of

the Company as

calculation of losses

of oil should be based

on the market prices

for oil.
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Inclusion of

expenses on

operator’s margin in

differential

A company includes

expenses on operator’s

margin (USD 0.2 per

barrel) in differential on

the basis of bills of

lading and acts that

confirms the shipment

of oil. According to the

official source Argus

Media minimal

operator’s margin

should be USD 0.2 per

barrel.

These expenses should

not be included in

differential due to the

insufficient supporting

documents (contracts

for resale of oil to

operator).

The court decision

was made in favor of

the Company on the

basis that acts and

bills of lading are

sufficient evidence of

operator’s margin

(as these documents

provide necessary

information).

Inclusion of

expenses on oil

freight in differential

Company A includes

expenses on oil freight

in differential at a

monthly rate of harbor

duties for each delivery

on the basis of

information from the

official source Argus

Media.

Calculation of these

expenses should be

made based on the

average rates of harbor

duties for all shipments

on the basis of

Worldscale (also

established in Argus

Media).

The court decision

was made in favor of

Company A as

calculation of

expenses should be

made at a monthly

rate on respective

deliveries.

Company B includes

expenses on oil freight

in differential

calculation on the basis

of information from the

official source Argus

Media.

Calculation of these

expenses should be

made based on the

average rates of the base

scale Worldscale

(established in Argus

Media).

The court decision

was made in favor of

tax authorities,

because in this case

Company B didn’t

provide documents,

supporting

indicators that

compose market

condition.

Inclusion of

reserves/expenses

on demurrage in

differential

Company A includes

reserves on demurrage

in differential.

Based on the company’s

view, the demurrage

includes charges for

demurrage time which

may occur throughout a

whole route.

These expenses should

not be included in

differential. The

demurrage can take

place only in case of

delayed loading of the

cargo caused by a

company which should

be proved by documents

(claims).

The court decision

was made in favor of

tax authorities on the

basis that Company

A has not provided

evidence that

demurrage occurred

due to its fault.
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Company B includes

expenses for demurrage

in differential.

These expenses should

not be included in

differential as they have

a subjective nature and

should be proved by

documents.

The court decision

was made in favor of

Company B on the

basis of supporting

documents that were

provided during

court hearing.

Return on

investments

A company distributes

return on investments to

a parent company

without taxation.

Assessment of royalty in

the amount of return on

investment.

The court decision

was made in favor of

the Company as in

this case the

Transfer Pricing law

was used

improperly, as well

as due to prevalence

of provisions of the

contract on

exploration,

development and

production of the

field which exempts

return on investment

from fiscal

payments.
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Let’s talk

We actively participate in discussion on development of transfer pricing Advance Pricing Agreements to

be signed between taxpayers and state authorities. Thus in February 2015 we met with the Head of the

State Revenue Committee of the Ministry of Finance of RK and offered our help with sharing of the UK

experience and templates of UK advance pricing agreements. We will keep you updated with news on

this topic in further issues of the alert.

For a deeper discussion of how this issue might affect your business, please contact:

Tax and Legal Services

Michael Ahern, Partner
michael.ahern@kz.pwc.com

Elena Kaeva, Partner
elena.kaeva@kz.pwc.com

Timur Zhursunov, Partner
timur.zhursunov@kz.pwc.com

Richard Bregonje, Partner
richard.bregonje@kz.pwc.com

Omon Tursunov, Director
omon.x.tursunov@kz.pwc.com

Alexey Zhukov, Director
zhukov.alexey@kz.pwc.com
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